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FESTIVAL ANTIGONISH DREAMS BIG WITH IMMERSIVE FOREST THEATRE IN 2022 
THE HOBBIT, based on the timeless book by J.R.R. Tolkien,  

opens at Keppoch Mountain in August  
 
Antigonish, NS (February 4, 2022) – After the resounding success of an outdoor experiment in 2021, 
Festival Antigonish Summer Theatre is once again headed outside to the forest, this time with a large 
immersive production of The Hobbit. The plan was announced via video by the company’s Artistic 
Director Andrea Boyd on Friday morning. 
 
Based on the bestseller by J.R.R. Tolkien, and adapted by Boyd, The Hobbit, or There and Back Again, 
will be the largest production that the company has ever done. Over 100 people will be involved in the 
creation of the show that will take place for three weeks in August 2022 at Keppoch Mountain, a local 
outdoor recreation venue that is popular for hiking, skiing, and mountain biking. It will involve over 20 
professional artists, including some of the finest actors, designers, and creators from Atlantic Canada, 
who will work alongside a large contingent of community members and volunteers in all aspects of the 
production.  
 
This original adaptation will take the audience on a memorable journey through majestic forests and 
trails. Audiences will follow the beloved wizard Gandalf, who will tell the story of a furry-footed Hobbit 
named Bilbo Baggins who goes on an adventure and, despite constant cravings for the comforts of 
home, discovers courage, strength, and keen burglaring skills. Bilbo battles trolls, spiders, and a giant 
dragon, in this extraordinary tale of how a small, seemingly insignificant Hobbit can change the world. 

 
“I was a teenager when I was first introduced to Tolkien’s world of Middle Earth” says Andrea Boyd. “I 
was captivated by the magical journeys of unlikely heroes, and the guardians who help them along the 
way. I think the story is perfect for our times, both because it allows us to escape into a gorgeous 
fantasy land, and because it reminds us that, as individuals, we can effect change. I can’t wait to get 
into the forest with the elves, hobbits, dwarves, and goblins, and of course I can’t wait to welcome our 
community back”. 

 
The COVID-19 pandemic has created immense challenges for the performing arts industry, and 
theatres around the world are finding creative ways to stay connected with their audiences. For 
Festival Antigonish, this has meant staging exciting theatre in the great outdoors, to combine arts and 
recreation in a way that is safe, welcoming, and accessible to all.  
 
“We were blown away by the enthusiasm and support from our audiences when we took that leap of 
faith last year and moved outdoors” says Reema Fuller, Managing Director. “It was an inspiring 
experience, and we loved working in collaboration with community partners”. 

https://youtu.be/v0IP2_l57uU?utm_source=media_release&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=Hobbit2022


Taking risks and creating theatre in the midst of a pandemic also comes at a significant financial cost, 
and Festival Antigonish will be seeking support from sponsors, donors, businesses, local organizations, 
and government partners to help make the project a success. “Partnership opportunities are available 
at all levels”, says Fuller, “and we are excited to make this event a tourism anchor for our community 
this summer. Over 2000 people from 8 provinces saw our outdoor production of Robin Hood last year, 
and 20% of them were first-time theatre-goers. We believe this year will be even bigger”. 
 
The main partner for this environmentally-staged production will be Keppoch Mountain as the site for 
the show. With its magnificent vistas, beautiful skylines, and accessible trails, it is the perfect venue to 
transform into Tolkien’s vision of Middle Earth. Eric Smith, President of Positive Action for Keppoch 
Society says “Last year's Robin Hood was a new and exciting opportunity for Keppoch and we couldn't 
be happier to host more open air theatre in 2022. We're looking forward to welcoming our 
community back to experience what nature can offer. Arts and culture are an important part of our 
vision for Keppoch and we're proud to partner with Festival Antigonish to help achieve it”.  
 
The Hobbit, or There and Back Again will have a three-week run in August 2022. Capacity will be 
limited for each performance so organizers recommend booking early. Tickets will go on sale in April 
and more show details will be released in the weeks ahead. All public health guidelines will be 
followed to ensure a safe environment for the artists and the audience. 
 
Learn more at www.festivalantigonish.com and follow @FestAntigonish on social media for the latest 
news. A complete calendar of events for the 2022 season will be announced soon. 

 
 

About Festival Antigonish 
Festival Antigonish has established a proud legacy as the largest professional theatre in Northeastern Nova 
Scotia. With a 35-year history; an artistic commitment to innovation and inclusion; and deep community roots as 
an economic and cultural anchor; we are proud of our successes and we are committed to growth. We strive to 
create a supportive environment for Nova Scotian artists while producing and presenting a balanced selection of 
Canadian and international works. Festival Antigonish has a history of pushing boundaries and defying 
expectations for what should be possible for a little theatre company in rural Nova Scotia. In recent years, 
Festival Antigonish has been the first established theatre company in the province to hire a BIPOC female in a 
leadership role (2016), introduce Relaxed Performances (2017), and produce radio plays as an accessible COVID 
response (2020). Our move to promenade-style outdoor theatre in 2021 was another first (not for the industry, 
but for our company and for our region). We have been inspired by colleagues around the world who have found 
innovative solutions to dealing with the pandemic, and we are excited about the possibilities. 
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